
INTRODUCTION

Fair trade, also called alternative trade, is a system

of commodity production that aims to prevent labour

abuses in global factories. Business which participate in

fair trade “…adhere to a philosophy focused on paying a

fair wage, improving the daily life of workers, enhancing

working conditions, and contributing to environmental

sustainability” (Littrell, 2005). Fair trade practices have

been recently introduced in the apparel industry. A number

of research studies have been conducted to find out the

components of fair trade and to assess consumer’s

resolution and behaviors in buying ethically sourced

apparel (Halepete, 2009; Iwanow, 2005; Shaw, 2006).

The fair trade movement in India can open up a

huge new market for fair trade farmers, giving them
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ABSTRACT

A survey of Manufacturers, suppliers and retailers, sectoral experts, consumers and support institutions dealing with

fair trade textile products was conducted for SWOT analysis of fair trade textiles in Rajasthan. The results revealed that
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insurance and quality of life of the local artisans and farmers. The weaknesses include growing shortage of skilled

human resources, access to financing for SME, insufficient protection of intellectual property right, need to increase

investments in research and innovation and high costs of compliance with environmental and chemical legislation.

However, lack of standards and regulation, and a proliferation of claims and labels, leaves room for very broad

interpretation of sustainable apparel. With globalization CSR practices, eco-parameters and eco-labeling are gaining

importance. Increasing export opportunities, international fairs and exhibitions, online sales by websites, producer/

seller-buyer contacts provide immense opportunities for  FT textiles and apparel market in Rajasthan. Indian consumers

are accustomed to increasing variety at low prices. Poverty, lack of innovative designs, awareness and publicity;

deceptive labeling and certification hinder its mass acceptance. Promotion of fair trade textiles and apparel products in

Rajasthan is enabling fairer and greener shopping for a more sustainable today and a brighter tomorrow of the local

community and inhabitants of Rajasthan.
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stability against foreign exchange fluctuation. For its

success consumer awareness and insight fullness is

required. At present, the fair trade market is very small

in size because Indians are not really concerned about

this. Creation of fair trade brands and susceptibility among

consumers is needed for widespread coverage of fair

trade textiles. This paper is an attempt to analyze strength

and weaknesses of fair trade textile products opportunities

and threats in building a stronger Fair Trade community

and mass acceptance of fair trade textiles in Rajasthan.

METHODOLOGY

Methodology of this qualitative research included

market visits and meeting key actors in fair trade textile

product value chains. The organizations working for fair
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trade textiles in Rajasthan were covered in the research.

Initially, the research categorized its respondents into six

categories: Producers, Suppliers, Retailers, Consumers,

Support Institutions and Sectoral Experts. But due to their

small number and involvement in all the three divisions,

producers, suppliers and retailers were grouped into a

single category. The number of respondents (sample size)

is shown in Table 1.

projects that benefit the organization and wider community:

business and agricultural training; drilling bore holes for

clean water; building schools and clinics, fair trade

producers benefit from advance payment and long-term

relationships with buyers, fair trade producer groups are

democratically run and respect the rights of farmers and

farm workers, fair trade production standards encourage

sustainable agriculture and protection of the environment.

Benefits of Fair Trade for Farmers and Artisans:

Artisans and farm workers must be provided with a

safe and healthy workplace, have access to clean drinking

water and be fully trained and protected before

undertaking hazardous tasks. There can be no

discrimination, harassment or abuse and farmers must

follow fair and pre-agreed discipline guidelines. Farmers

and artisans can join together and develop their farms

and skills through education and training programmes, so

they can work their way out of poverty, support their

families and plan for a better future. Fair trade sets out

to help the most marginalized small-scale farmers and

include them in the process of identifying needs and

setting targets. Artisans’ groups are organizations set up

to help them by working to improve their profitability and

market access. Certified artisan groups are accountable,

transparent, non-discriminatory and work to empower

female members. Fair trade works to link up small-scale

artisans with value-added markets and connects farmer

groups to appropriate fair trade buyers. In addition, by

organizing into artisan groups, they have increasing options

of who they sell to and gain strength in price negotiations.

Artisan groups receive a capacity building premium from

buyers, long-term trading relationships and better terms

of trade. Fair trade not only injects extra income into the

poorest communities but also increase self-esteem and

independence amongst the artisans.

Fair trade enables farmers and their producer groups

to identify needs and implement training to improve

production practices, lower costs and maximize

efficiencies. Furnishing artisans with necessary skills and

knowledge enables them to grow their businesses and

work their way out of poverty. This is a sustainable

poverty reduction tool which empowers farmers to make

their own choices and plan for the future. Fair trade pays

workers a fair wage and pays male and female workers

the same amount for the same work. All workers are

free to come and go and no children under 14 may be

hired to work on the land. Children of farmers, however,

Table 1 : The number of respondents (sample size) 

Sr. 
No. 

Category Number 

1. Manufacturers, suppliers and 

retailers 

20 

2. Sectoral Experts of National 

Presence 

15 

Male Female 3. Consumers 

50 50 

4. Support Institutions 10 

 

Strength of Fair Trade Textiles and Apparels:

Fair trade production of textiles and apparels focuses

on the whole community - producers in the network, in

addition to receiving a fair price, are paid a fair trade

premium. This amount, which goes into a fund, is utilized

for community-wide initiatives education, healthcare,

insurance, or even value-addition projects for the produce.

In such initiatives, farmers are paid an organic premium,

in addition to fair trade price and premium. Analysis of

the answers received of open-ended questions from the

manufacturer organizations, producers, dealers and

sectoral experts clearly portrayed the importance of fair

trade apparels and textiles - to pay producers fair prices,

to promote traditional skills, to support appropriate

technology, to promote rural development, etc. According

to the respondents, fair trade provides better working

conditions and increased motivation to the workers,

decreased overtime and decreased reworking, increased

productivity and increased wages, improved health and

safety of their workers, reduced occurrence of illness

and accidents, which in turn results in improved (company)

image and increased ability to attract and retain quality

employees.

Some of the causes behind fair-trade dealing

mentioned by the respondents were: the Fair trade

guaranteed minimum price covers the costs of production

and provides a sustainable livelihood for the producers,

the Fair trade premium enables co-operatives to fund
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are able to help out on their family farm from time to

time provided that they are safe and their education is

not adversely affected. Artisans are involved in decision

making, improved quality of life, better work environment,

production of pure and quality products. Fair trade uses

certification to build the capacity of producer groups and

improve their access to value-added markets as well as

protect the environment, promote social equity and raise

awareness among consumers.

Benefits of Fair Trade for Businesses:

Fair trade works with socially and environmentally

minded businesses and helps them build long-term

partnerships with artisan groups and a strong ethical

reputation among consumers. It facilitates product

differentiation and promotion, Fair Trade Mark helps

businesses make their products stand out as socially

responsible and environmentally friendly. The Fair Trade

Mark differentiates products in a crowded marketplace,

giving brands the ethical edge they need. Fair trade

marketing and promotional campaigns support the sale

of companies’ certified products and raise awareness

about fair trade and farmer issues.

Businesses can have confidence in the ethical and

environmental practices of Fair Trade certified farmers,

artisans and suppliers because of robust, independent

certification system, so that consumers can trust that their

fair trade purchase will help farmers and artisans

sustainably develop their farms, learn new skills and

improve their livelihoods for a more secure future. Littrell

and Dickson (1999) identified four major business

objectives of fair trade businesses - (1) to develop the

skills of artisans to produce merchandise, (2) to identify

and pursue a market for the merchandise, (3) to sell the

merchandise to consumers, and (4) to ensure social and

economic development in the communities where

merchandise is created.

The benefits of Fair Trade Textile and Apparel for

producers: dignified work, fairwages, involved in decision

making, improved quality of life, better work environment,

production of pure and quality products, love for humanity.

The Fair Trade Textile and Apparel suppliers and

retailers have advantage of being engaged in a dignified

work, fairwages, involved in decision making, good

business practices, better environment, being a part of

doing good, peace of mind and ease of business.

Benefits of Fair Trade Textile and Apparel for

Consumers:

Fair trade, the practice of ensuring that all

participants in the development of a product or service

are adequately compensated and cared for, helps to

improve lives and benefit consumers in many ways.

Through fair trade, customers know that the artisans

were not exploited, they know that their money also goes

toward supporting social change, better environment,

pure and quality products, love for humanity, no negative

competition and better life for all in the long run.

Fair Trade empowers consumers to make informed

choices and bring about positive change, while still

enjoying affordable, quality products. By engaging

consumers about the origins of their products, we aim to

get them excited about being a part of the fair trade

movement and offer them an easy way to make a

difference. Shoppers can trust in the ethically and

environmentally responsible origins of products which

carry the Fair Trade Mark. It offers consumers an

opportunity to combat poverty for the long term and make

business practices more sustainable simply by choosing

to shop differently. It convinces the customers regarding

quality assurance of the product they purchase and use

and thus gratifies them throughout their lives for being a

part of sustainability mission. Buying products which carry

the Fair Trade Mark helps farmers increase their profits

and farm sustainably, protects the environment and sends

a message to Industry that doing good by people and the

planet can be good business too.

Benefits of Fair trade for the Society as a whole/

Rajasthan state/ Local Community:

Fair trade furnishes local artisans and farmers with

more income, good environment, better work

opportunities and employment, change in social structures,

promotion of good moral values, preservation of tradition

and culture, better fabric of society is woven.

Farmers and artisans commit to care for the

environment and partake in sustainable farming and

environmental management training programs. They learn

to protect biodiversity, local waters and forests and work

towards improving their energy efficiency and waste

management. Farmer organizations develop their own

goals and procedures for sustainable agricultural practices

in compliance with fair trade standards. Sustainable

agricultural includes such areas as integrated pest and

crop management and organic, biodynamic and pesticide-

free farming. Farmers and artisans get help in meeting
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these goals through technical training and onsite support.

Fair trade places a strong emphasis on ecological

production methods by supporting organic cotton projects,

controlling the dyes and using natural materials and

appropriate technology in its products. Farmer and artisan

groups must ensure that all government banned chemicals

are not being used by them during any stage of apparel

production or value addition. They also receive training

to reduce their dependence on chemicals as much as

possible.

The respondents also enlisted the activities that can

be accomplished by fair traders for socio-economic and

community development. These include programs to build

leadership, involving the artisans in decision making,

production in the artisans own houses, participation into

social activities in the artisan community, organizing

artisan and customers meeting for building bonds among

them, helping in their day to day family problems and

taking them to hospital at the time of disease. The projects

accomplished by the fair trade textile and apparel

producers and organizations of Rajasthan for betterment

of the artisans, local people and their families include

protect the environment by reducing the need for fossil

fuels, conserving rainwater and reclaiming wasteland -

build and maintain rainwater harvesting systems for clean

drinking water, testing of existing water resources, access

of drinking water from construction of conventional tanks

and rain water harvesting tanks, installing solar power

systems for lighting and cooking, toilet construction, waste

management awareness campaign and other green

campaigns, promotion of organic agriculture organic

manure, organic food; providing school education, running

night schools, pre-school education centers, girl child

education programs, education sponsorship to physically/

mentally challenged children and belonging to below

poverty line, training cum community centers, create

opportunities for employment by vocational training,

workshop, sewing skills and marketing of artisan-made

products, visits of mobile library in the villages and

distributing books to popularize the reading habit amongst

children as well as community members; taking up of a

new initiative of physically challenged rural women

making sanitary napkins, organizing camps in villages for

the physically challenged; facilitate preventative health

services to tackle malaria, tuberculosis, AIDs and water-

borne diseases, maintaining hygiene, prevention of

malnutrition and anemia, family planning and reproductive

health, distribution of free medicines for the above

prescriptions, including multivitamins and contraceptives

through regular community health initiatives – dispensary,

mother and child welfare, family welfare, tuberculosis

patient treatment, pathology labs, immunization,

vaccination, health check-up camps, dental care, eye-

refraction camps, distribution of sanitary napkins as health

and hygiene measure, provision of medical gadgets for

health safety, provision for Medical and health insurance;

providing tool kits and safety kits to artisans, workshops

for helping the rural poor and tribal to become self-

sustainable by helping them develop and improve their

traditional skills and art to make it marketable and

functional, preservation of traditional art-form by providing

them market and support system, to help them earn their

livelihood and arranging interactive sessions for poor rural/

tribal/urban communities for their socio economic

upliftment.

Production of fair trade textiles and apparels

furnishes fair pricing and fair compensation across the

supply chain, including consumer, retailer, supplier,

workers. Fair trade works with likeminded organizations

to highlight the plight of disadvantaged farmers and

artisans and build the fair trade movement in Rajasthan.

It gives a hand in building relationships and following Fair

Trade ethics, creates win-win situations for all. Promotion

of fair trade textiles and apparel products in Rajasthan is

enabling fairer and greener shopping for a more

sustainable today and a brighter tomorrow of the local

community and inhabitants of Rajasthan.

Weaknesses of Fair Trade Textiles and Apparel:

The weaknesses of fair trade textiles and apparel

include growing shortage of skilled human resources with

higher education, access to financing for SME,

insufficient protection of intellectual property rights, need

to increase investments in research and innovation and

high costs of compliance with environmental and chemical

legislation. Very few labels have established social

responsibility programs. Given that in the typical

production life cycle, the fashion industry causes more

damage to the environment than any other there is a big

built-in responsibility to make up for. With only a handful

of exceptions, that opportunity to be a socially conscious

fashion brand has not been taken. However, lack of

standards and regulation, and a proliferation of claims

and labels, leaves room for very broad interpretation of

sustainable apparel.

Bench marking, HRD, best management practices,
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and quality certifications have only recently started gaining

importance in the textile industry. But these are limited

to only the professionally managed companies.

Opportunities for fair Trade Textiles and Apparel

Market in Rajasthan:

Fair Trade in India can help in the growth of the

organized retail market and even small retailers can avail

of it. Enormous opportunities have been perceived by

the fair traders and sectoral experts in Fair Trade Textile

and Apparel market in Rajasthan and India. Due to

globalization, the industry has shown some signs building

competitiveness not only in terms of price but also in

terms of quality. This can be gauged from the reports

that some of the global retail giants are beginning to source

Indian fabrics. Garment retail sector is increasingly

becoming competitive. With globalization aided by WTO

agreements on increased market access, the number of

international brands is on the increase. The emerging trend

is that the brands are becoming paramount importance

and companies that build brands successfully are gaining

advantages in the market place. As customers get more

knowledgeable, product differentiation is becoming more

difficult. Building regional markets across the country

(not just concentrate on metros) through franchise

programmes and distributorship arrangements are taking

place.

The international success story of fair trade has its

enormous growth potential in India. Globalization of

clothing and textiles production has made it more difficult

to regulate standards with regard to labour conditions

and environmental impacts through a ‘single country

policy’ as companies are increasingly sourcing from many

different overseas suppliers. The development of

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes in

developed countries has occurred in response to

increasing consumer interest in social and environmental

impacts of business activities wherever they operate in

the world. The importance of CSR has also been

promoted by groups. Throughout the textile and apparel

industry CSR practices are increasingly recognized and

supported by governments, national and international

organizations, NGOs, retailers and manufacturers.

Eco-parameters and Eco-labeling are gaining

importance. With globalization of apparel production and

trade, the supply chain has become multi-faceted and

multi-layered. The apparel marketer will have to create

their own niche instead of “me too” or follow-the-leader

strategy. They need not to be panic but strategize their

business according to the prospective market trends.

The cities that attract tourists from different parts

of the country can help to create demand for fair trade

products. Internationally people are concerned with the

transparency in behaviour of fair traders in Rajasthan

and it will ensure people to continue their belief in the

fair trade textile and apparel producers of Rajasthan.

Increasing export opportunities, international fairs and

exhibitions, online sales by websites, producer/ seller-

buyer contacts and supplies to the interior designer

companies and architects provide immense opportunities

for fair trade textiles and apparel market in Rajasthan.

Threats in Promotion of Fair Trade Textiles and

Apparels:

While globally, consumers spent $4.1 billion on Fair

Trade products in 2008, India, with its huge and growing

market and an expanding retail industry is not yet familiar

with the system, although experts say the potential here

is immense.

Unfortunately, the term “fair trade” has become a

marketing tool for some companies that may not meet

even the most lenient standards. In jumping on the fair-

trade bandwagon by using this term or language that

implies that they “trade fairly,” these companies hope to

add to their market without changing their practices.

Systems of certification have been established so that

consumers do not have to rely on possibly self-serving

claims but can turn to an objective third party to evaluate

how well a company has met the criteria of real fair

trade. It is also important to make it as easy as possible

for people to recognize and buy authentic fair-trade goods.

Marketplace is accredited by the World Fair Trade

Organization, which monitors whether companies are

fulfilling their commitment to all the principles of fair trade.

Consumers are accustomed to increasing variety at

low prices. Indian garment producers are now installing

new technology not only for production but also for design,

communication and integration of the entire supply chain.

Branded garments are beginning to occupy Indian

retailers’ shelves. The trend is the combination of

exclusive brand stores and multi-brand outlets.

Future Plans and Projects of Fair Trade Textile

Manufacturers of Rajasthan for Sustainable Textile

Production:

The enterprises dealing in fair trade textile and
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apparel products consider that the organizations not

communicating their social and environmental practices

and progress may lose out to their competitors that do.

They are trying to develop a better understanding of life

cycle assessments (LCAs) to improve their products, life

cycle, so that they can look up their performance

economically, socially and environmentally. The

entrepreneurs are reaching out to NGOs and subject

matter experts to support this process.

The enterprises are planning to develop and choose

products that can be authenticated to the source and strive

to use independent third-party certification or accredited

fair trade standards. Their future projects consist of

educating human resources of their organization,

consumers, and investors. They are focused on energy

saved, waste reduced, pollutants eliminated production

processes and protection of workers’ rights. They are

prepared to link to a source that can authenticate all of

the above mentioned issues across the supply chain.

Continuous evaluation programmes are being run to note

both the successes and the areas for improvement.

Interviewees considered supply chain transparency

is the new business and marketing model. Some of the

entrepreneurs interviewed view social and environmental

sustainability as the competitive advantage to the slowing

economy. Organizations are looking to adapt quickly to

the current troubled economy and become focused on

the cost savings of sustainable business practices to deliver

a return on investment in tough times. Cost savings derived

from increased energy efficiency of the supply chain

could lead these enterprises to not only cost savings but

a more localized and regionalized supply chain versus

one that is globalized. They are searching for alternative

ways of making people aware of fair trade principles

and policies, supporting more and more women by

empowering them through the livelihood program. They

consider that addition of more crafts into their range will

increase the production, keeping regular contacts with

their customers, advertising fair trade products through

websites, selling them through retail shops as well as

online will amplify fair trade textile and apparel business.

Various projects are being run by the enterprises to

maintain direct contacts with weavers to place orders

directly to them, utilizing handloom form artisans they

have a direct contact with, block printing in their own

studio, work directly with women workers to ensure they

get paid for their work and motivate them to produce an

ethic of quality and develop new hand stitched designs

and providing more employment for artisans by increasing

production.

The enterprises enlisted the activities accomplished

by them for socio-economic and community development.

These include improvement in socio-economic status of

local artisans and their families, creating awareness

towards improving health, hygiene and sanitation, working

for increase in the income for women for their healthcare

and education, etc. Under the developmental projects,

the enterprises have installed solar energy plants, water

harvesting and treatment plants and started a small mobile

library to go around to schools in the area to encourage

literacy.

Conclusion:

The responses analyzed clearly depict the future

scenario as rise in the demand of fair trade textile and

apparel products, therefore the size of this market will

increase and more companies will come into this sector.

Through consumer awareness campaigns and other

means of promotion, business of fair trade textiles will

amplify. There are great opportunities in the field of Khadi

and traditional textiles of Rajasthan, dyeing and printing

art of Rajasthan, various styles of embroidery, vividness

of colours and designs, handmade rugs, carpets and other

handicraft items. Fabrics, colours and textures of

Rajasthan are so rich and vibrant that one can feel

prosperity and luxury every time. Unique designs can be

created without repetition through its dyeing, printing and

hand embroidery skills, together with nomadic motifs.

Khadi, kotadoriya and hand woven fabrics give an

opportunity to produce a huge range of textile and apparel

products in Rajasthan. Weavers and artisans have great

potential and skills to create rich fabrics and

embellishments. They can create contemporary

narratives of their designs for global appreciation and

acceptance. Traditional embroideries of Rajasthan like

aari-tari, mirror work, dabka-zardosi, mukaesh, resham,

gota-patti with sequins, beads and crystals in vibrant

colours attract tourists from all over the world.

Tourism can play an important role as it attracts

more buyers – domestic as well as international.

International buyer-seller meet can be organized to

enhance sales of fair trade products by exports. Fairs

and exhibitions can be a magnet for all segments of the

national and international society and generate additional

requirement to purchase, acquire and utilize fair trade

textiles and apparels. Organizing events like Vastra,
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Rajasthan heritage week, urban haat and dastkaar bazaar

is a good attempt to display the handmade textile and

apparel items to create public awareness for such

products. These events also boost up fair traders to work

for a brighter future.
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